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Cliffs at the east end of Bluffer's Park, Scarborough, Ontario.
Drawn on site, November, 2001 - by Anne Leon.
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TFN MEETINGS
Sunday, September 8, 2002 - ONTARIO ROCKS -- 3 BILLION YEARS OF

at 2:30 pm ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE, an illustrated talk
by Professor Nick Eyles of the University
of Toronto.~new at Emmauu.el, College

prlocation 75 Queen I s Pa rk Cres. East- This talk will be about the geological
evolution of our province from its beginnings
at least 3 billion years ago and will show
how knowledge of the past can help us predict
our environmental future

VISITORS WELCOME!

+ The book "ONTARIO ROCKS" by Nick Eyles, published
in June, will be available for purchase.

[Book review on page 12.]
+ social hour beginning at 2 pm with free juice

and coffee.

Place: Emmanuel College, 75 Queen's Park Crescent East,
part of the Victoria College complex.Please note:

U5
subway ~

" Charles St. West CD

The new locationfor our
meetings is the next building
l~rth of the Northrop Frye
Building.

BloorSt. West
subway_

ROM

I~MMANUEL
a;:OLLEGE St. Marys St.A.=_~~~entrance

Queen's Pk. Cr. E,

NEXT MEETING: Sunday, October 6, 2002

from WAR AGAINST NA'illRE:roLITICSAND 'lliElliVIRONMENTIN REVOWTIONARY Q-[lNA
by Judith Shapiro,CambridgeUniversityPress, 2001

Non-governmental organizations have proved essential to awakening
the citizenry to environmental issues, lobbying for environmental
protections, publicizing violations, and holding industry and
government accountable.
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TFN OUTINGS
REMEMBER: Children and visitors are welcome on all outings but please, NO PETS!
To get to outings on time, check TTC routes and schedules by calling 416-393-4636.
Check the weather by calling 416-661-0123 so you will know what to wear on outings
which go rain or shine.

Wednesday
Sept. 4
10 am

Saturday
Sept. 7
10:30 am

Se p t v v S

Wednesday
Sept. 11
10:30 am

Saturday
Sept. 14
10 am

Thursday
Sept. 19
9:45 am

Saturday
Sept. 21
10 am to
12 noon

Sunday
Sept. 22
11 am

MOUNT PLEASANT CEMETERY - trees
Leader: Roger Powley
Meet at the Davisville subway station. Morning only.

MUSIC GARDEN - nature arts
Leader: Anne Byzko
Meet on the south side of Queen's Quay West at the foot of
Spadina Ave. Bring lunch.
Bring what you need for photography,sketchingor painting,and anythingyou
wish to show the group when we compareour rrorning's work after lunch.

TFN MEETING (See page 2.) NOTE NEW MEETOC LOCATION.

SUMMERLEA PARK - nature walk
Leader: Joan O'Donnell
Meet at the northwest corner of Albion Road and Irwin Road.
Morning only.

ETOBICOKE CREEK VALLEY - nature walk
Leader: Diana Karrandjas
Meet at the bridge over the creek, on Lake Shore Blvd. West,
west of Brown's Line. Bring lunch.

HIGHLAND CREEK - naturewalk
Leader: Steve Joudry
Meet at the McCowan RT (rapid transit) stop, McCowan Rd. and
Progress Ave. Morning only.

HIGH PARK - nature walk
Leader: Voika Miladinovic
Meet at the park entrance on the south side of Bloor St. West
opposite High Park Ave. Morning only.

TADDLE CREEK - urban ecology
Leader: Eduard Sousa
This is to be an all day exploration of the creek from top to
bottom. Please call the leader at 416-599-4171 to register.
This is a joint outingwith the North Toronto Green Conmmity and the Taddle
Creek WatershedInitiative.

FOR OTHER OUTINGS AND EVENTS, SEE PAGES 4 and 28-29. c-
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SEPT. OUTINGS (cont'd)

MARITA-PAYNE PARK - birds
Leader: Carol Sellers
Meet at the northwest corner of Steeles Ave. West and
Dufferin St. Bring lunch and binoculars.
This will be a longwalk.

Wednesday
Sept. 25
10 am

Saturday
Sept. 28
10 am to
3 pm

EAST POINT PARK - naturewalk
Leader: Chris Hope
Meet at the east end of the Guildwood Parkway at the foot of
Morningside Ave. Bring lunch. o

"HAIRY HONEYSUCKLE"

The last time
I found this
lovely native
honeysuckle,
with the
red-yellow
flowers nestled
in its striking
perfoliate leaves,
was in The Rouge.

This specimen was
splendidly trailing
over everything
in its vicinity.

Eva Davis,

Terra Cotta
Provincial Park,
May, 2002.
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TFN BOARD OF DIRECTORS - 2002 - 2003

President: Robin Powell, 504 - 1017 Seneca Ave., Mississauga L5G 3X5
(905-278-4798)

~ Vice President: Karin Fawthrop, 347 Beechgrove Dr., Scarborough MiE 4A2
(416-282-6044)

.q~ ~ Past President: Phoebe Cleverley, 506 - 110 The Esplanade, Toronto M5E lX9
(416-369-0546)

v Secretary-Treasurer: Aarne Juhola, 112 - 51 Alexander St., Toronto M4Y lB3
(416-924-5806)

Other Directors:
V(I"t ./ Alexander Cappell, 109 - 35 Cedarcroft Blvd., Willowdale M2R 2Z4

(416-663-7738)
v Elaine Farragher, 23 Wright Ave., Toronto M6R 1K9

(416-537-5877)
~/ Nancy Fredenburg, 807 - 360 Ridelle Ave., Toronto M6B lKl

(416-781-8550)
Gail Gregory, 17 Westlake Cres., Toronto M4C 2X3

(416-538-4713)
Helen Juhola, 112 - 51 Alexander St., Toronto M4Y IB3

(416",;,924-5806)
I Diana Karrandjas, 15 Allan Park Rd., Toronto M8Z 3S9

(416-233-6856)
x Jerry Spevak, S 66 Kydd Lane, RR2, Sunderland LOC lHO

(705-357-3593)
./lrr'- v Andre Vietinghoff, 403 - 24 Burnhamthorpe Rd., Etobicoke M9A lG8

(416-232-9241)

BIOSEISMIC POLLUTION
••• Just as the night sky is slowly becoming obscured by "light
pollution" from countless streetlights and other artificial sources
of illumination, so the sounding board of earth has become muddled
with "bioseismic noise": rumbling trucks, electric generators, jet
vibrations, the hum and trundle of civilization of commerce.
The human foot happens to be a remarkably sensitive listening device.
[It is suspected] that once upon a quieter time, we paid closer
attention to seismic signals [vibrations from instruments and foot
stomping dances] than we do today.
from"Fourears to the ground:for an elephant,the footmay be a powerfullistening

device"by Alan Burdickin NA'IURALHISTORY,Vol. Ill,No.3, April2002
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TORONTO FIELD NATURALISTS
(incorporated without share capital under the laws

of the Province of Ontario)
BALANCE SHEET

AS AT JUNE 30, 2002
ASSETS

2002 2001

Current Assets
Cash $ 95,255 $ 97,138
Inventory at Cost 3,220 3,310

98,475 100,448
Other Assets

Photo Library at Cost 9,650 9,650

$108.125 $110.098

LIABILITIES
Current Liabilities

Accounts Payable $
Membership Fees Received in Advance
Rent Recovery Received in Advance (Note 3)

642
10,720
1,315

12,677

OPERATING SURPLUS
Operating Surplus 95,448

$108.125

$ 85,948
8:1

Working Capital: Dollars
Ratio

NATURE RESERVES - RESTRICTED FUNDS
Current Assets

Cash (Note 2) $216,500

Property and Equipment
Land 175,278

$391. 778

$216,500
175,278

$391. 778

Operating Surplus
Reserve for Future Expenditures
Property

APPROVED ON BEHALF OF THE BOARD
~. \,.;\.A. ~ ?o-w-e1.(Director)

$ 642
11,135
2,629

14,406

95,692

$110.098

$ 86,042
7:1

$200,368

175,278

$375.646

$200,368
175,278

$375.646

__~~~~ __~~~~~ Director

The accompanying 'Notes to Financial Statements' & Notice
Reader are an integral part of these financial statements.

UNAUDITED

to

c-
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TORONTO FIELD NATURALISTS
STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES AND OPERATING SURPLUS

FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2002

2002 2001

REVENUE
Membership Fees
Publications

$ 20,105 $ 21,380
204 32

20,309 21,412

$ 1,185 $ 1,125
2,155 2,660

10,750 12,008
765 59

1,383 1,346
642 642
179 1,088
868 889
499 478

9888 9,047
1,083) 1,128 )

27 £231 28£ 214

6,922) 6,802)
1£306 3£246

5,616) 3,556)
5£372 5£723

$ 2~~) $ 2,167

EXPENSES
Outings
Meeting Expenses
Newsletter, Printing and Mailing
Other Printing Expenses
Other Mailing Expenses
Accounting
Advertising and Publicity
Office Supplies
Telephone
Rent
G.S.T. Rebate

Operating Income (Loss)
Interest Income

Net Income (Loss) before Donations
Donations

Net Income (Loss) for Year

Operating Surplus, at Beginning of Year

Operating Surplus, at End of Year

95,692 93£525

$ 95,448 $ 95,692

The accompanying 'Notes to Financial Statements' & Notice to
Reader are an integral part of these financial statements.
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TORONTO FIELD NATURALISTS
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN FINANCIAL POSITION

FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2002

2002
OPERATING ACTIVITIES

Net Income (Loss) for Year
Decrease (Increase): Current Assets

$ ( 244) $
90

Increase (Decrease): Current Liabilities 1,729)

1,883)
97,138

$ 95.255

Increase (Decrease) in Cash for Year
Cash at Beginning of Year
Cash at End of Year
RESTRICTED FUNDS - Nature Reserves
Receipts
Designated Donations
Interest Earned

$ 16,300
3,512

19,812
Expenditures

Property Taxes, Improvements, and
other expenses 3,680

Increase (Decrease) for Year 16,132
Restricted Cash at Beginning of Year 200,368

$ 216.500Restricted Cash at End of Year

2001

2,167
475

1,929
4,571

92,567
$ 97.138

$ 3,335
7 547

10,882

1,828
9,054

191,314
$ 200.368

The accompanying 'Notes to Financial Statements' & Notice to
Reader are an integral part of these financial statements.

UNAUDITED
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TORONTO FIELD NATURALISTS
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

AT JUNE 30, 2002

Note 1: status and Objects of Organization

Toronto Fields Naturalists is a registered charity under
the Income Tax Act and as such is exempt from Income
Taxes.
The objects of the Organization are to stimulate public
interest in natural history and to encourage the
preservation of our natural heritage.

Note 2: Significant Accounting Policies

Capital Assets
Capital Assets are recorded at cost. Other than the
nature reserve property, the organization does not own
any capital assets.
Nature Reserves
Donations received for the Nature Reserves are segregated
on the financial statements, and are to be used solely
for Reserve purposes.
Contributed Services
The Organization depends heavily on the use of volunteers
to provide services. Because of record keeping and
valuation difficulties, these contributed services are
not recorded in the Accounts.

Note 3: Commitment

In 1999, the Organization was forced out of their
offices. $3,943 was recovered from the former Landlord
to cover the increase rent expense for the balance of the
lease. $1,314 was applied to the current year, $1,315
will be applied to 2003.

The organization is committed to the following annual
rental payment.

Year Annual
Ended Rent

Building June 30, 2003 $ 11,206

UNAUDITED
Prepared by Alistair J. Kennedy, Chartered Accountant o
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_KEEPINGIN TOUCH
May 14, 2002

J...

Unfortunately I missed Carol and Murray Seymour'; most recent walk
(10 a.m. just seemed too early). I wanted to thank them aud wish
them well. Their wonder and enthusiasm for the natural world made
their walks a treat to go on.
A couple of articles that I've particularly enjoyed from the newsletter
are: Murray !Seyui)Ur'sarticle about showing trillium to a passerby
(#500) and George Fairfield's "Passing it on to the Next Generation"
(#494) where his young daughter mistook freezing and starving soldiers
[in a movie] for bird watchers. It still makes me laugh.
I also wanted to send you this note that I wrote on February 24, 2002, the
day Canada's Olympic Men's Hockey team won the gold:
"It's after 7 p.m. I live a couple of houses from Danforth and there
are a couple of sports bars in the neighbourhood. People have been
whooping it up and blowing horns for hours. What a din.
A short while ago, perhaps numbed by the noise, my mind drifted into
imagining a different human species. Instead of wild rejoicing over
a hockey game, I pictured that this wild rejoicing was due to the Oak
Ridges Moraine being forever saved from development.
Or better yet, that the rejoicing was for Canada capping and even reducing
its carbon dioxide emissions thereby creating hope for the survival of
the human species."

Linda R. Stemmler

.'.In fact,Caroland MurraySeymourhave moved to ParrySound,Ontarioso will no longer
be leadingTFN walks.
AlsoColleenPrenticeand SheldonPage (whohad beennominatedfor the Board of Directors)
have moved to Halifax,Nova Scotia.
We will miss both couplesand hope they\villbecomeactivein thenaturalhistorysocieties
of theirnew homes. H.J.

May 24, 2002
Once again I am very happy to renew my membership. I thoroughly enjoy
the walks and always dream of going on more than I do. It is lovely to
know that so many are offered, and pleasure is gained just contemplating
which ones to possibly go to.
I am always impressed that the volunteer leaders do the entire walk or
hike a day or two before leading us, especially when wet days, muddy
routes or long hikes are involved.
So my thanks to them and to all on the magazine which keeps me up-to-date
on the "sad and the glad" events going on in the natural world.

Anne Leon
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KEEPING IN TOUCH (cont'd)
June 18, 2002
On April 20, 2001 we noticed a scruffy fox with no tail in our backyard.
A neighbour who volunteers at the Toronto Wildlife Centre explained that
there was a mange epidemic, and as it progressed ~ animal itches so much
and feels so awful that it sometimes chews off a tailor a foot. We didn't
see a fox for months after that until one appeared twice in November. We
noticed two in December with one entering the den.
At 6 pm on June 2, 2002 a fox and a red kif~were seen lying on the grass
in the backyard. A few days later I counted seven! Mama scurried around
trying to keep track of them all. They're not yet weaned, so when she's
feeding'them she's like a ship pitching and rolling in heavy seas. Once
the male appeared and was heard "huffing" as he searched for food. The
pair is contributing to the re-establishment of this species in Thistletown.

Joan O'Donnell
>~ This is the firstreportof kits TFN has receivedsinceJuly 2000 (WilketCreek). Most

kit sightingswere reported1994-1997in Thistletown,NewtonbrookCreek,MimicoCreek,
Pine Hills Cemetery,Mt. PleasantCemeteryand HighlandCreek (TorontoRegionRecords).
See TFN 449:5-6:1996and TFN 469:12:1997. D.B.

THE GREAT CRESTED FLYCATCHER
may be seen in Toronto from
April 10 into early October.

Drawing by
Diana Banville
based on a photo
by A. A. Allen

Recently we have found
this species feeding
caterpillars to young
in a tree-cavity at
West Humber and also
occupying a bird house
in the Rouge Marshes.

(See TFN
TORONTO
REGION
RECORDS)

o
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FOR READING
ONTARIO ROCKS: THREE BILLION YEARS OF ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE by Nick Eyles

Fitzhenry and Whiteside, 2002; $49.95
Although it's described on the cover as "the perfect travel companion for
outdoor enthusiasts", I'm glad I read it at home. It is a large book:
81:2" X 11" X 3/4" and physically heavy. Other than its size and some
irritating typographical errors (million instead of billion on the first
page, for example), I enjoyed the book thoroughly. Three of us have read
it now and found it difficult to put down once we started.
The author has a wonderful sense of humour, has provided lots of diagrams,
photogaphs (in full colour), maps (with Toronto marked on everyone),
lists of additional reading, a glossary and an index.
Much of our understanding of Ontario's geology is based on studies since
1960 since the acceptance of the theory of shifting continents.

This book gave me an insight into the great amount of time it
has taken for our landscape to become like it is. You will be surprised
how much events from very long ago have shaped our scenery.
Although this book is not a field guide I now realize that a mere guide
could not possibly explain Ontario's land forms.
[Seepage 2 for talk& saleof book.] Helen Juhola

~ECENTLY PUBLISHED:
A FIELD GUIDE TO TAE BIRDS OF EASTERN AND CENTRAL NORTH AlIERICA, fifth

edition, with a foreword by Robert Bateman -- a
birders and the best bird ;;uide for beginners.
flexicover and $48.95 for the hardcover.

MAf'1~lALS0/ OnTARIO by 'I'arna ra Eder, Lone Pine Press, $24.95 -- If you see a
wi16 mammal in Ontario, ~han~es are it will be one of the 78 species in
this book. The combination of text, very fine colour photographs, range
maps and artwork provides the basic information required to identify
those mammals that can be identified and tell us something about them and
other native species. One cannot expect to identify many of the smaller
mammals from the fleeting glimpses they provide in the wild, and the
technical data needed to tell them apart in the hand is outside the sphere
of this book.

good book for experienced
It costs ~32.95 for the

THE R0l'1FIELD GUID~ TO THE M1PHIBIA~lS AND REPTILES OF onrxaro by ~\ossMacCulloch,
aoyal Ontario Museum, $24.95 -- Each species of amphibian and reptile is
well illustrated with colour photos that show some of the range of variation
in adults, plus appearances of most larval and immature forms. ~ange maps
include both a detailed map of the Ontario range, and another rua p showing
the species' entire North American range. Species accounts include
information on appearance, similar species, habitat and behaviour, reproduction
and conservation status. Vocalizations of frogs are not indicated (much
frog identification is done by sound alone).

f rotn "NatureTrails"by BarryKent :lac.!(ayin theTOf\ONTOSTAR,Har, 3, 2002;.June9, 2002;
July 14, 2002 ~
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TENDING THE EARTH: A gardener's manifesto, Lorraine .Iohn son ,
Penguin Canada, Toronto, 2002

First of all, we have here an earth-friendly book worthy of its title.
The format is low-key but its tone is up-beat. Easy on the eye with
its matt-finish pages all double-spaced, its 247 pages include 44 pages
of notes and a 6-page source list. The last-mentioned makes it obvious
how much she has studied" not depending on her own creativity which,
however, blooms throughout the book. There is a contents page -- but no
index though the work deserves and needs one,as one so worthy of study.
(There are four blank pages at the back for the gardener's own notes, no
doubt. )

.-.
Unlike some of the author's previous books: it has no co loured illustra-
tions, each chapter having a small black-and-white photo at the head,
five of which are found in colour on the dust-jacket, in keeping with
the resourceful nature of the contents. By the way, even the nature of
the word "nature" is explored! The intelligent language is easy-flowing
yet often surprising. The book is well proof-read with few slips in
that department. (Try readi ng "ratio" for "ration" under "knowledge" on
page 180.)
"Tending the earth": Humour comes into Lorraine Johnson's serious subject
a lot. She can laugh at herself which is a disarming trait especially
in an author. The chapters are: Wildness, Plants, Soil, l.Jater,
Biodiversity, Food, Air, Community, Time, and An Action Alphabet.
Sound good? It is.

Diana Banville
* See TFN 477:20 Sept.199B

"WAVY-MARGINED TIGER BEETLE" Average size of species in
this family is one or two
centimetres. Predators on
other insects in sandy areas,
the bite of some can be
painful when handled. Colours
black, brown or green,
sometimes iridescent, often
patterned.

drawjng by Diana Banville
based on photos in ONTARIO INSECTS
newsjournal of the Toronto
Entomologists' Association
January 2002.

ref. Borror & White
A FIELD GUIDE TO THE INSECTS
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MIGRATION MONITORING AT HOME

Migration monitoring, the watching and recording of birds during their
migration, is usually carried out by groups of birders and banders at
well-organized stations such as Long Point Bird Observatory, Hawk Hill
in High Park and Cranberry Marsh near Ajax. Daily counts are made during
the spring and fall migration periods and, in the case of the Bird
Observatories many of the birds are banded. These projects add greatly
to our knowledge of bird migration.
However, some of us do not wish to travel to an organized station but
would rather do our monitoring closer to home. For us there is still a
contribution to be made to the knowledge of bird migration. Over the
last 40 years Jean and I have done special watches for loons, hawks,
blue jays, and warblers.
For your personal migration monitoring station you need a comfortable
place to sit and a large area of open sky. By comfortable I mean there
should be a level place for your garden chair and, it should offer some
protection from the wind. Pick a spot close enough to your home so that
it is not a chore to get there almost every day. Many birders can find
these conditions right at home. An apartment window or balcony is ideal.
For our hawk and loon counts Jean and I watch from the deck at the back
of our house. If the weather is bad we move inside the patio doors and
can still see most of the sky. If your home is not well situated for
watching the sky, scout the local parks and high places near your home.
Places such as Scarborough Bluffs, the Davenport Ridge and anywhere along
the waterfront should provide good lookout points.
Aside from the garden chair you need a note book, warm clothes (for cold
mornings I include an old quilt), binoculars, a thermos bottle for hot
coffee or tea, and a box of your favourite cookies.
Try to cover the same time period each day. What that time period is
depends on what kind of birds you are targeting. Just now I am interested
in common loons. Since the loons take off from Lake Ontario at sunrise
and fly north to the upper lakes, I catch them going over our house within
the first hour or two of daylight. If you were watching for hawks you
would pick a time frame later in the morning or in the afternoon. Small
passerines are best looked for in iliemorning an hour or so after sunrise.
For warbler migration watching we abandon our open sky lookout and spend
an hour in a local ravine.
Keep good notes. No detail· is too small to record. You may not know
ahead of time which details are going to be important when you analyse
your results. What are the weather conditions, the wind speed and
direction? This information is available on the TV weather channel and
on the "weather" page of your newspaper. Jot down the number of each
species, the time they fly over and the direction of their flight. At
the end of the season examine your data and look for relationships to
date and weather. Write your report and send it in to one of the
periodicals that publish bird-related information. c>
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MIGRATION MONITORING AT HOME (cont'd)

Where to publish your results? That depends on how earth-shattering your
information is. At a minimum it should appear in your favourite news-
letter such as the Toronto Field Naturalist. If you have discovered
something new send it to one of the scientific ornithological journals.
Anne Davidson was monitoring the migration at the little patch of
shrubbery at First Canadian Place Parkette in downtown Toronto. She
noticed that a grackle was catching and eating the small migrants that
visited the shrubbery. She wrote down her observations on the hunting
methods used by the grackle and how many of each species the grackle
killed. At the end of the migration season she wrote a report and sent
it to The Wil~<?!l__B_ulletin, one of the leading North American journals.
It turned out that this was the first time that a grackle had been
reported hunting and killing small passerines, and The Wi..!~~_!?~J:.!-etin
was pleased to publish it.
Is migration monitoring enjoyable? If not, why do it? All I can say is
that we find it to be the most enjoyable form of bird watching. We not
only don't get bored with it; every season we can hardly wait to get
started. Granted there are days when very few birds are seen. These
low days are part of the information we are gathering. And we can be
sure that the low days will be offset by days of big flights.
Every once in a while you will see something exceptional. Despite the
fact that our lookout is well within the city boundaries, Jean and I
have seen some surprising species. We have seen migrants that belong
in the open countryside such as meadowlarks, bobolinks and bluebirds.
We have seen wetland birds such as green herons and black-crowned
night-herons and once, a great egret. Many mornings provide views of
long lines of cormorants and geese. On fall watches we have seen nearly
all the rap tors, including bald eagles and peregrine falcons. Only once
did we see a red-headed woodpecker. We spotted and caught a budgerigar
and returned it to its grateful owners. I am sure that someday, if we
continue our migration monitoring long enough we will spot our "most
wanted" migrants -- a flock of sandhill cranes.
In the meantime we are logging many enjoyable hours out-of-doors, in a
pleasant environment, and we may be adding to the knowledge of bird
migration.

George Fairfield
Reference: Davidson, Anne H. Common Grackle predation

on adult passerines. The Wilson Bullet?:~,
Vol. 106 No.1, March 1994, 174-175.

a

Old Island willow
with hundreds of orange wings ...
monarchs gathering.

Haiku by Theresa Moore,
August, 2001
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GARLIC MUSTARD REVISITED ...
Strange Species? It seems that every few years we have an outcry about
a "new" invasive species. First the hysteria about purple loosestrife,
then wild chervil poisoning our cattle, and now garlic mustard. It
seems strange that all of these plants have been in North America for at
least two hundred years and only now are causing this uproar.
An invasive species is simply one which exploits unnatural conditions
caused by human beings or natural disasters. We have a lot of Canadian
native species which are invasive. Look at abandoned fields in southern
Ontario. In fall they are a sea of gold created by the highly-invasive
Canada goldenrod and its relations -- all native -- with a good sprinkling
of native asters as well.
These pioneer species modify the conditions in a way that allows slower
growing species such as trees and shrubs to get started. If left alone
long enough, the site will gradually restore itself to its characteristic
vegetation. In our area, this is usually some kind of forest.
Europeans came to North America in the seventeenth century and started to
do what they had already done in Europe -- clear land, destroy forests,
drain wetlands and build roads. With them came their animals, animal
feed and seed for favoured plants. Among these imports were seeds of
wild plants that flourish under disturbed conditions. Most of the plants
you see along roadsides today are introduced European species which
specialize in dry open areas. Friends from England asked recently, "What
is that beautiful blue flower we see along the roads here"? It was
chicory, which is a European native and not uncommon In England!
If you go through the checklist of vascular plants for Bruce and Grey
Counties, you will find dozens of species starred to show that they are
introductions. In the mustard family for example, 35 of the 54 listed
species are introduced. The daisy family is about half introductions
even though there is a long list of native asters and goldenrods.
Garlic mustard is a shady hedgerow species. Its name comes from its smell
of garlic and it is related to the mustard plant. It dominates English
lanes in spring in areas where the ground is trampled and the hedges are
continually trimmed. Another name for it is "Jack-by-the-hedge." It
was used marginally as a salad plant and for medicinal purposes, but
would have been gathered not cultivated. It almost certainly came to
North America accidentally among animal feed and artifacts brought by
early settlers.
Garlic mustard is an "edge effect" plant and the Bruce Trail creates two
long edges with trampled ground in between. Second growth forest,
especially when "managed" by thinning the trees, also creates perfect
conditions for the species. Consequently, we are seeing a lot of it
these days. ~
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GARLIC MUSTARD REVISITED ..•(cont'd)

One characteristic of all these invasive plants is that if left alone,
they eventually disappear, because the conditions change and something
else moves in. By pulling them up, the conditions that caused them to
appear in the first place are perpetuated and they will simply come
back. Any gardener can tell you that!
Garlic mustard is present in disturbed forests along the trail and it
is quite impossible to remove it. Under no circumstances should anyone
be going off the trail to pull up plants. Apart from the question of
trespassing, the disturbance would only serve to compound the problem
(and there are native plants that bloom at the same time that could
suffer) .
It is not a good idea to pull up any plants along the trail. Further-
more, clearing of trails should be kept to a minimum. The more vegeta-
tion cover there is the better -- it helps to reduce erosion.
an articleby Joan Crowe,Owen SoundFieldNaturalists,in the BRUCE'mAILNEWS,
Vol.39(3),Summer 2002

[Seealso page 26.] o

IT'S YOUR NEWSLETTER
Requested: Essays (no longer than 500 words), reviews (no longer than 300 words),
poems, cartoons, sketches and newspaper clippings.

Subjects: plants, animals and natural areas in the Toronto region, especially reports
of personal experiences with wildlife, including locations, dates, and any sources
consulted.

Please include your name, address and telephone number so submissions can be
acknowledged. With newspaper clippings, include source and date of each clipping.

Time dated material such as notices of meetings should be submitted at least six
weeks before the month in which the event is to take place.

Send material to: Toronto Field Naturalists
2 Carlton St., #1519
Toronto, Ont. M5B 113

Editor: Helen Juhola
Poetry, Art and Nature Observations: Diana Banville
Assistants: Patricia Brind, Eva Davis, Karin Fawthrop, Nancy Fredenburg,

Toshi Oikawa, Marilynn Murphy~ Robin Powell
Printer: DM Printing
Mailer: Perkins Mailing Services
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STUNG BY A CATERPILLAR

Impossible, you say? Caterpillars don't sting? Well, some do. On
Saturday, September 22, 2001,1 decided to cut up some fallen trees in
our woodlot. I felt something on the side of my neck. So I whacked at
my neck with a gloved hand and felt what seemed like a wasp's feet
digging in. I brushed it onto the log in front of me and saw a white
woolly caterpillar with tufts of black hairs in rows down its back, head
and tail ends. It looked vaguely like a miniature mop, about 4 centimetres
long. About five minutes later, a burning itch began on the right side
of my neck. By suppertime, the itching and burning was beginning to feel
like a flock of mosquitoes had stopped on my neck for lunch. The
internet yielded the information that the caterpillar was the hickory
tussock moth, L.ophocampa caryae, a,ka"hickory tiger mo t.h,' The favoured
trees in its habitat include hickory, walnut, red oak, basswood and apple.
These caterpillars may drop from trees onto people and they should not be
swatted or brushed off, as they tend to sting when touched too exuberantly.
The sting produces a dermatitis rash resembling hives, which may develop
within a few minutes after contact and can last for hours or even days.
Apparently, this kind of dermatitis is not uncommon, and a number of North
American moth caterpillars are capable of stinging.
from an articleby J. Potter in 'lliEPENINSUlANATURALIST(St.Catharines),Vol. 198, Jan. 2002

Comment: Stinging caterpillars are not something new. Mrs. Simcoe in
her diary states: "I found-;-green caterpillar with tufts like
fir on its back. I accidentally touched my face with them and
it felt as if stung by a nettle, and the sensation continued
painful for some time." 0

Woodside Mall, Scarborough
April, 2002

"CUP FUNGI UNDER AUSTRIAN PINE"

(Drawing by D. Andrew White)

._ 0
--~
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IN THE NEWS
ENDANGERED-SPECIES BILL PASSES AFTER DECADE-LONG EFFORT
Legislation to protect endangered species, such as the tiny Banff Springs
snail of Alberta, passed the House of Commons after more than a decade
of effort and two failed bills. The legislation would prohibit the
harassment, harming or killing of endangered species on federal land,
as well as the destruction of their "critical habitat."
The law would protect up to 233 species considered endangered, from the
Blanding'sturtle in Nova Scotia to the corn-kernel-size Banff Springs
snail. A scientific advisory board would review the state of species
in Canada and nominate additional creatures to be added to the list in
the years to come, subject to federal government veto. However,
legislation does not mandate protection outiide of ~~deral lands, native
territories and native reserves.
The bill's future is not secure yet. It must receive the stamp of
approval by the Senate, as well as royal assent, before it becomes law.
There's a good chance the bill might be held over until the fall, when
it could die should the government terminate the parliamentary session.
from an articleby StevenChase, in THE GlDBEAND MAIL, June 12, 2002
DOGS AND THE SPIT
Our four-footed friends give us much pleasure, but the Spit is off-limits
to them. The Toronto and Region Conservation Authority has always had
a strLct "no dogs" policy at the Spi t. This is for very good reasons.
Firstly, and most importantly, the presence of dogs -- even on leash
and regardless of how well-behaved ---is extremely stressful for
wildlife. To a bird or small mammal, a dog looks like a predator.
Secondly, with the large number of people on the spine road, dogs present
a danger to humans and, thirdly, dogs may escape and not come back when
called -- thus creating problems for wildlife. If you see individuals
walking dogs on the Spit, it is better not to confront them as some
(who know they should not be there) can be very nasty. Instead, inform
the at tendan t.
from FRIENDSOF TI-lESPITNEWSLEITER,Spring-Suamer2002

UMBRELLA SPECIES
[Cranes] function as "umbrella species" whose protection in the
wild also protects a broad range of fauna and flora as well as the
clean water, earth, and air of their extensive territories -- in
short, sustains the astonishing variety of forms in nature (with
their habitats and ecosystems) known as biodiversity.
fromTI-!EBIRDSOF HEAVEN:TRAVELSwrrn CRANESby PeterMatthlessen,GreystoneBooks,
Vancouver/Toronto,2001
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GOLF PLAN APPROVED DESPITE TREE CUTTING
Vaughan council has approved a plan to build a golf course on the Oak
Ridges Moraine despite 864 charges against the owners, accusing them of
illegally clear-cutting 3.3 hectares of trees on the site. The Eagle's
Nest Golf Course, located on the west side of Dufferin St., north of
Major Mackenzie Dr., is scheduled to open in 2003 on land that, in part,
included portions of the Keele Valley landfill site, set to close at the
end of this year. Though environmental agencies had opposed the golf
course plan as damaging to a sensitive watershed area, the Vaughan CARES
ratepayers' group supported it because it would ensure that the landfill
would close on schedule.
from an articleby Gail Swainson,in THE TORONIOSTAR,April 18, 2002

GOLF COMPANY FINED
Two companies will pay a fine of $100,008 after pleading guilty to 432
charges of violating the region's tree bylaw by cutting down trees on a
planned golf club site without obtaining permits. York Major Holdings Inc.
and Eagle's Nest Golf Club Inc. have also agreed to spend $125,000 to
replant 6 hectares of trees on the site, next to the Keele Valley landfill
in Maple. The new plantings will link existing trees to an environmentally
sensitive forest.
The companies were charged earlier this year under York Region's tree bylaw
and the provincial Forestry Act. Some $82,728 of the fine will be paid to
the region, which is expected to bank the money in a special fund for
buying and preserving forest areas.
from an articlein THE TORONTOSTAR,May l~ 2002

the deep pink:
Eurasian
geranium now
established
in Toronto and
area was
found in a
Brampton woodlot
and drawn by
Eva Davis. in
June, 2002.

"HERB-ROBERT"

~----------------------~\;~.I----------------------------------------------------
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FROGS' GENDER BLURRED BY WEED KILLER, STUDY SAYS
One of the world's most widely used weed killers (atrazine) disrupts the
normal sexual development of frogs, turning tadpoles into hermaphrodites
-- creatures with a bizarre blend of both male and female sexual
characteristics. Atrazine is the top selling weed killer in the United
States, where it is used on corn, soybeans and other crops. In Canada,
atrazine has been reported in water in British Columbia, Nova Scotia,
P.E.I, Quebec, Saskatchewan and Ontario. The weed killer is licensed
for use in Canada only on corn and blueberries.
Atrazine has been used for more than 40 years, and is currently applied
in about 80 countries, although a few European nations no longer allow
its use. The widespread use of the weed killer could be one of the
factors causing the global decline in the number of amphibians.
from an articleby MartinMittelstaedt,in THE GLOBE AND MAIL, April 16, 2002

STUDY OF FROGS LINKS PESTICIDES TO IMMUNE-SYSTEM TROUBLE
Frogs given trace amounts of DOT and other pesticides experience a near
total collapse in their immune systems, a finding that could help explain
the puzzling rise in human autoimmune diseases such as asthma and allergies.
Canadian researchers who made the discovery also say the work could shed
light on the global decline in amphibians, animals that may no longer have
strong enough immune systems to survive exposures to everyday viruses and
parasites.
Frogs and mammals essentially have the same type of immune system, so the
finding could have widespread implications for humans, who also have
elevated pesticide exposures. An immunologist at the University of
Waterloo who worked on the project was "shocked" that negligible amounts
of pesticides were so biologically active and could mimic one of the most
powerful drugs in the arsenal of modern medicine.
DDT and dieldrin, two deadly insecticides on the United Nations' list of
the most toxic substances ever produced on Earth, have been banned in
Canada, but they resist decay and continue to be found throughout wildlife
in Canada and in human tissues decades after they were in widespread use.
Malathion is still widely used on crops in Canada and for mosquito control.
It is often sprayed from planes in large-scale efforts to control mosquitoes,
such as recent programs to control the West Nile virus in New York City and
to knock down populations of the insect in Winnipeg.
from an articleby MartinMittelstaedtin THE GLOBE AND MAIL, April 24, 2002

o bee, visiting my cola,
for whom do you gather this

alien nectar?
Surely not the hive!

Arthur \-lade
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ARBORISTS CONSIDER BURFORD DISCOVERY AKIN TO STUMBLING UPON A
LIVE DINOSAUR
The discovery of a small remnant population of four mature trees in
Burford and at several other locations in Southern Ontario since the
late 1980s is giving new hope that chestnuts, a species almost destroyed
by human carelessness, may be able to avoid extinction.
Until 1904, the chestnut tree*was an abundant and familiar North American
sight. But that year, a deadly and tenacious blight started to destroy
chestnuts in the New York area. Within decades, the "disease carried on
infected plants from Asia, devastated chestnuts throughout their normal
range from southwestern Ontario to Georgia.
Currently, a few other trees remain in isolated pockets outside the
normal growing area, in places such as Nova Scotia, where the blight
hasn't reached. Spread by the wind and birds, the blight causes a canker
that girdles the trunk and causes a slow death by constricting the flow
of a tree's life-giving sap to everything above the point of infection.
Though the trees are found on a private woodlot, the Grand River
Conservation Authority offers the seedlings for sale, allowing the
public to aid in the survival of the species by creating a larger natural
population of the threatened trees.
froman articleby MartinMittelstaedt,in'lliEGlDBE AND MAIL, April 23, 2002
-k Sweetchestnut(Castaneadentata)

NEW-FOUND INSECT IS MILLIONS OF YEARS OLD
Scientists have ~iscovered a new order of insects, the first since 1914.
A living population of the insects was discovered in the southwest African
nation of Namibia. The insects, which resemble a mix between a stick
insect and a praying mantis, were placed in the new category
Mantophasmatodea. An additional example of the insect was found
encased in amber from Europe's Baltic region. That example "is 45 million
years old." In biology, an order is a primary classification of related
animals, which is then subdivided into genera and species.
froman articlein THE TORONTOSTAR,April 21, 2002 C>

Monarchs travel 44 miles a day on average, but sometimes as many
as 200, and all of it by day. Unlike songbirds, which often
migrate in the dark to elude predators, monarchs are limited to
flying out in the open when it is sunny enough for them, and warm
enough, and not too windy.
fromFOUR wrn:;SAND A PRAYER: CAUGHTIN 'lliEMYSTERYOF THE l'DNAROlBUITERFLY
by Sue Halpern,AlfredA. Knopf, 2001
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PLANNED CEMETERY SITE FACES CHALLENGE
The Ontario government's real estate arm swapped 69 hectares of publicly-
owned land east of Reesor Rd., north of Steeles Ave., with Toronto
Cemetery Board property in the hamlet of Box Grove on 9th Line. The
land was swapped without doing a thorough study on the impact of a
massive cemetery on nearby Little Rouge Creek, a branch of the Rouge
River. Environmentalists fear seepage from the burial plots will
contaminate the waters with formaldehyde used in embalming and other
fluids from human remains.
Years ago, the land had been set aside by the province as an agricultural
preserve, which has some of the richest, most productive soil in Ontario.
In the mid-1990s, the province promised to give local farmers the first
crack at buying the land if it was deemed surplus. Several years later,
the government changed its mind. In March, the realty corporation gave
the land to the cemetery board in exchange for its property on 9th Line.
That land is being sold for development and will be part of a new
community planned in Markham. The land is also the site of an ancient
Huron village and tribal burial ground.
from an articleby LeslieFerenc,in TIlE TORrnTO STAR, July 16, 2002

POLLUTANTS FOUND IN HIGH PARK STREAM
The water at High Park's Wendigo Creek may not be clean. Recent tests
show that petroleum hydrocarbons are seeping into the creek's western
bank and polluting the water that flows into Lake Ontario. A member of
Lake Ontario Keeper, a non-profit group interested in protecting the
Great Lakes, recently took water samples to a Burlington laboratory.
Tests confirmed the presence of petroleum hydrocarbons, which are found
in gasoline and diesel fuel. A retired- ehem.i.s t who lives in _the-area
spotted 35 places along a 400-metre stretch of the creek with filmy
patches that looked and smelled like gasoline. He believes the hydro-
carbons are coming from the creek's western bank. The likely origin of
the pollutants is a nearby lot at the corner of Bloor St.W. and Ellis
Park Rd. that was once home to two gas stations. Tests in 1992 and 1998
found the soil was contaminated with petroleum products.
from an articleby Mary Gordon, in THE TORrnro STAR, May 24, 2002 c-

By the little house,
quite alone in the border -
a pampered mullein!

haiku by Diana Banville
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HIGH-RISE DESIGN REALLY FOR THE BIRDS
Over the six months of spring and fall migration in 2001, FLAP volunteers
collected more than 3,081 birds from the bases of Toronto high-rises --
nearly 1,000 more than in previous years. The group turns over injured
birds to the Humane Society and the Toronto Wildlife Centre and dead ones
to the Royal Ontario Museum for research, education and display.
Few studies have been made on why birds fly into high-rises and not many
scientists seem in a rush to find out. Two situations seem to cause such
collisions. First, many birds are apparently disoriented by any sort of
mirrored glass from ground level to the tree line. They see the reflected
image as fellow birds and more trees and sometimes fly right into what they
perceive as just clear skies ahead. Second, during the night, interior
lights in high-rises and vanity lights on the outside of these buildings
confusingly attract birds at all altitudes, like moths to a flame.
FLAp"'<-andseveral other animal rights organizations have discovered tha t
both etched glass and a special anti-reflective film that can be placed on
existing glass reduces bird strikes dramatically -- far more efficiently
than other measures, such as bird silhouettes or recordings of predatory
bird calls. One example of the etched-glass solution is a large window
in a garden at the base of the Exchange Tower at First Canadian Place that
birds flew into regularly. Recently, the pane of glass had a series of
intricate designs etched into it. Though this was added more as a design
feature, the transformation has noticeably reduced the number of birds that
mistakenly fly into the glass.
One place daytime bird strikes really could become a nightmare is at the
Royal Ontario Museum, if its proposed glass-dominated re-design goes
ahead as planned. Wildlife experts say about 80 per cent of the glass
needs to have its reflective properties defused, eliminating any zones of
reflective glass that create false areas birds can slip through. The
smaller the zone, the less likely it will be comfortable trying to fly
through that area. Another way to reduce migrating birds' unfortunate
run-ins with windows is to mask the glass with an anti-reflection material
made by 3M, called Scotchcal perforated marking film. The tiny holes in
it allow you to see out, though the outside surface appears opaque.
One company that has decided to go ahead with using the film is the Toronto
Zoo. A three-storey atrium at the Zoo's administration complex was having
daytime collision problem with birds. It was so bad, in fact, that staff
resorted to whitewashing the windows to keep birds from flying into it.
After considering several other solutions, FLAP asked the Zoo if they could
get some money together to put the film up. The Zoo has since bought
600 sq. ft. of the film and put it up along part of the wall of problem
windows and haven't had one bird strike since they put it up.
froman articleby PeterMcMahonin THE 'lI:R0Nr0 STAR,June 15, 2002
[TocontactFLAP,call 4l6-366-FLAP.]
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PESKY PIGEONS FACE LIFE ON THE FLY
In Hamilton municipal politicians have voted to put some of the bird life
in people's backyards under city jurisdiction. If a resident feeds pigeons
in their yard and those pigeons then poop on a neighbour's property, a
$105 ticket could be issued if the neighbour complains to city hall. Keep
it up and the next step is court, where a justice of the peace can levy a
fine of $5,000.
The City of Ottawa hasn't tried this, even though a team of young men with
big sticks is paid $4,800 a month trying to stop pigeons from nesting and
messing on Parliament Hill's buildings and statuary.
In Toronto, you can go to the park and feed pigeons, squirrels, moose, any
critter you want -- except Canada geese and coyotes. And on private
property? Of course.
Hamilton's bylaw applies only to pigeons -- not hummingbirds, not blue jays.
It will be policed on a complaints basis only.
froman articleby Paul Wilson,in 'lliETORONTOSTAR,May 16, 2002
NO_..MOWING
In San Francisco, the Public Utilities Commission has hired a herd of
400 goats to eat dense brush and weeds from the slopes of its rights-of-
way. The animals, rented from Goats-R-Us, can consume about an acre a
day.
extractedfrom A DAILYMISCEI1.ANYOF INFORHATIONby llichaelKesterton,
in 'lliEGLOBE AND !'1AIL,J1..U1e27, 2002

GETTING TO THE ROOT OF TREE PRESERVATION
The root system is the most vulnerable part of a tree,yet is often
overlooked or ignored. Host tree roots are concentrated in the top metre
of soil, where their first priorities are adequate oxygen, water and
anchorage. The fine absorbing roots are in the top 30 centimetres of
soil, often right up there with the grassroots. These fragile roots grow
horizontally well beyond the end of the branches (the drip line) to
points as far from the trunk as double the height of the tree. Not
protecting those roots is the main reason so many trees are killed at
construction sites.
Causes of death include cutting
heavy machines rollover them;
as paint, Varsol, fuel and oil;
compacted by heavy equipment or

roots during excavation; bending roots as
poisoning roots with contaminants such
or suffocating roots when the soil is

stockpiles of dirt and building materials.
extractedfrom an articleby Ian Bruce,in THE TORONI'OSTAR,April 13, 2002
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THE WAR AGAINST GARLIC MUSTARD
First there was purple loosestrife. Now people in Ontario are battling
garlic mustard, a 30 to 60 centimetre tall plant with small white
flowers. Not a newcomer -- it arrived in the region more than 100 years
ago from Europe -- it's now threatening to crowd out many of southern
Ontario's native plants and rare wildflowers. The major reason is that
we're fragmenting a lot of our woodlots. Garlic mustard loves an
environment on the edge of the forest, and that's what subdivision
creates.
Ironically, nature lovers may be partly to blame for garlic mustard's
success. Intensifying urban development has brought more people (and
their dogs) to hike the woods and trails near cities. They go home
with stealth troops -- garlic mustard seeds -- stuck to clothing or
fur. The best long-term control so far is to cut off the flower heads
in May before they seed -- not to pull the plant, as that encourages
more seeds to germinate in the disturbed soil. Garlic mustard can be
identified by its definite garlic odour and by heart-shaped leaves with
serrated or wavy edges at the base of the plant.
Extracted froman articlein theUniversity of WaterlooMagazine,Spring2000,and
reportedin theKAWARTHAFIELDNATURALISTSNEWSLEITERNo. 48, Spring2002
[Seealso pages16-17.]

CAFFEINE PROVES POISONOUS TO SLUGS
Caffeine kills, at least if you are a slug or a snail happening to slide
your way across soil laced with the chemical that gives coffee, tea and
cola their jolt. The virtues of caffeine for gardeners and farmers were
outlined in a study by U.S. Department of Agriculture scientists printed
in the British journal Nature. Researchers noted that large slugs were
falling over when sprays of only 1 to 2 per cent caffeine were applied.
Caffeine has been generally recognized as safe when used in pesticides.
The use of coffee grounds to keep ants at bay has a long folk history.
Nonetheless, up until now there has been little effort to authenticate
that scientifically, and no previous work had demonstrated caffeine's
killing effects on plant pests that were not insects.
U.S. scientists discovered that not only did the caffeine wipe out most
slugs and snails within a few days of treatment but that the animals knew
the chemical was bad for them. Slugs would rather starve than eat lettuce
or cabbage leaves doused in caffeine.
from an articleby StephenStrauss,in 'lliEGLOBEAL'IDMAIL,June 27, 2002 o

r
Abuse of people and abuse of nature are often interrelated.
fromWAR AGAillSTNA1URE:POLITICSAND 'lliEENVIRONMENI'illREVOilJITONARYmINA

by JudithShapiro,Csmbri.dgeUniversityPress,2001
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THE WEATHER (THIS TIME LAST YEAR)
September 2001
Warm, dry conditions continued for the first two-thirds of the month,
until an upper-level low settled over southern Ontario and brought a
drastic change and made a serious dent in the drought at the surface
and subsoil levels (hydrologically, the Great Lakes would take many
months to recover as they have been low for three years).
There was one final heat wave from Sept. 7th-9th, as temperatures rose
above 30°C, peaking at 32.9°C at Pearson on Sept.8th. Sunny and
moderately warm conditions prevailed until the first soaking rain in a
month came on Sept.19th, and a pronounced cooling trend set in. During
the peak of the upper level low on Sept.26th, temperatures struggled to
get over 10°C, and there were reports of wet snow in central Ontario.
Because of the cool spell, monthly means were only about 1°C above the
30-year mean, and rainfall ended up being about 70-80% of normal
(50.4 mm at Pearson, 68.0 mm downtown). Winds were stronger than
average, being just 0.2 km/h above the normal 13.9 km/h at Toronto
Island, but the strongest (15.2 km/h) at Pearson since 1974 (16.2 km/h).
September was sunny with 225.5 hours of sun recorded at Pearson. The
normal based on the City record, which recently ended, would be about
190 hours. However, sunshine has often been over 200 hours in recent
years.

Gavin Miller

(Drawing by
Diana Banville
based on a photo
by A. A. Allen)

THE EASTERN WOOD-PEWEE
is a confirmed breeder
in Toronto.

o
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COMING EVENTS
Toronto Ornithological Club - Jim Baillie Memorial Bird Walks - aimed at

the intermediate birder, but beginners are also welcome. Free.
o Sat. Sept. 14 from 8 am to 12 noon with Don Burton - Fall Migration

Lambton Woods. Meet in the parking lot at James Gardens (access from
Edenhridge Dr.)

o Sat. Sept. 21 from 8 am to 12 noon with Herb Elliott - Fall Migration
High Park. Meet in the parking lot inside the Bloor St. entrance at
High Park Ave.

e Sat. Sept. 28 from 8 am (all day) with Norm Murr - Shorebirds and other
migrants at the Leslie St. Spit. Meet at the foot of Leslie St. Bring
a lunch.

The Gem & Mineral Club of Scarborough - Wonders of the Earth - Sept. 14 and
12. (Sat. from 10 am to 6 pm; Sun. from 11 am to 5 pm ) at Mid-Scarborough
Community Centre, 2467 Egliuton Ave. East (at Kennedy Rd.) $3 for adults,
$1 per chi Id.'( 416-282-5319, 416-438-8908 )

Toronto Entomological Association meeting - Sat. Sept. 28 at 1 pm at the
Northrop Frye Building, Room 119. Check by calling 905-727-6993.

Toronto Bay Initiative - (Spadina Quay Wetland)
o Sat. Sept. 7 from 10 am to 12:30 pm - It's for the birds
@ Sat. Sept. 14 from 10 am to 12:30 pm - Want to bug your sister?
o Sat. Sept. 21 from 10 am to 12:30 pm - Summer farewell
Meet at the foot of Spadina Ave. aring gloves and trow~ls, hard-soled
shoes, sunscreen and hat. Register by calling 416-943-8080, ext. 227.

Toronto and Region Conservation Authority - Conservation Seminars
o Sat. Sept. 7 from 11 am to 3 pm at Tommy Thompson Park - ducks
s Sat. Sept. 14 from 11 am to 3 pm - Bluffer's Park - hawk watch
~;I .. - . -...,.....,-- - Call 416-661-6600,ext. 5660.

North Toronto Green Community
e Sat. Sept. 14 at 1 pm - Rowntree/Lavender Creek. Meet at Bert Robinson

Park (Caledonia Rd. north of Rogers Rd.)
o Sun. Sept. 15 at 2 pm - Taylor/Massey Creek - development and nature

Meet at the southeast corner of Lawrence Ave. East and Crockford Blvd.

~ouge Valley Conservation Centre
9 Sept. 8 at 1 pm to 3 pm - Bird migration - starting at the Pearse House

on the east side of Meadowvale Rd. north of Sheppard Ave. East.
Call 416-282-8265 for information.

Toronto Reference Library - Toronto: a place of meeting (10,000 years of
history) - 789 Yonge St., TD Gallery from June 29 to Sept. 22. Free.

The purple loosestrife,
maligned and persecuted,
prettily persists.

Haiku by Therese Paradis
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Ian Wheal Heritage Walks
o Sat. Sept. 21 - Gravel and Sand Pits of East Toronto with Ed Freeman.

Meet at the south exit of the Victoria Park subway station (Denton
and Victoria Park). Walk begins at 1:30 pm.

~ Sun. Sept. 22 at 11 am - Giant Trees of Old Dovercourt Forest. Meet
at the southeast corner of College St. and Dovercourt Rd. Bring lunch.

~ Sat. Sept. 28 at 11 am - West Humber River Walk (Claireville). Meet
at the southwest corner of Humberline Blvd. and Humberline Dr. Bring
lunch.

High Park walking tours
8 Sun. Sept. 8 at 1:15 pm
8 Sun. Sept. 22 at 9 am - birds - Bring binoculars.
Meet just south of the Grenadier Restaurant in High Park.

Greater Toronto Raptor Watch - Open House - Sat. Sept. 14 from 9 am at
"Hawk Hill" in High Park, at the north end of the Grenadier Restaurant
parking lot. Experience the start of the annual southerly migration
of almost 20 species of hawks, eagles and vultures as they pass overhead.
Skilled observers will be present with identificaiton displays, raptor
specimens and other reference material.

Mycological Society of Toronto
~_Cain Poraf - Sept. 20 in Muskoka
e Fungi Fair - Sept. 23 at the Civic Garden Centre
Call 416-444-9053 for further details.

~Iumber Heritage Committee - 5th annual retracing of Simcoe's journey up the
Humber Carrying Place - Sat. Sept. 21. At S:30 am coffee & snacks are
available at the Cheese Boutique on Ripley Ave. north & east of the South
Kingsway. At 9:30 am the walk begins at the South Kingsway and the Queen
Street right-of-way. The walk ends about 2 pm at the Eglinton Flats.
For more information call 416-767-7633. Free.

Heritage Toronto walks - Call 416-338-3886 for details. Free.

Thickson's Woods - Sat. Sept. 21 from 9 am to 4 pm in the meadow - nature
activities for kids and adults at this Birds, Beavers and Butterflies
Nature Festival ($5 entrance fee)~ Sausage-on-a-bun or hotdog lunch
available, also bucket raffle, silent auction, baked-goodsand harvest
preseryes. All proceeds from the day will help pay the half-million
dollar mortgage on the meadow to keep it a home for wildlife.
If you can help out at the festival in any way, for any length of time,
call 905-725-2116 or email to nature@thicksonswoods.com
-k Childrenunder 12, free.
To reach Thickson's Woods, take Hwy 401 to Thickson's Rd. Go south to
Wentworth and follow signs to the Waterfront Trail. Parking available
in the parking lot of Johnson's Control building. o

mailto:nature@thicksonswoods.com
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